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Fig. 1

“Architecture was not about the finished building but more about an
ability to enable and facilitate change in a changing world and to allow
us to think the unimaginable.’’

-- Cedric Price
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Introduction

Fig. 2

As time passed after industrial revolution, many factory architecture, which had constructed in cities years ago, was abandoned. It was significant because this situation
related to the transformation of a city’s economic entity, from aiming of industrial-

ization and production to financial and economic growth. During the past 10 years,
as cities, such as Beijing, became gentrified, the process of manufacture had to be

moved away since people considered more of sustainable city, environmental protection, human health and etc.

Then, the term “architecture adaptive reuse” become prevalent today because reusing of materials and resources lowers energy for construction and economic costs.
There are many good examples around the world, such as Highline in NYC, Tate

Modern in London. Most of them were reconstructed into individual great architec-

ture and inspiration space, which is from industrial heritage to invigorative creativity.

However, after choosing a site in a steel and iron industrial complex in Beijing, I found
that the methodology those projects had used was not appropriate for my site.

Because, for some industrial complex in China, the sites consist of various moments,
such as buildings, transportation, human activities, and a narrative of factory’s daily
life. They were not only a place of production, and they are more like narrative and
social life of individuals and the company. Therefore, through this project, I would

like to explore a typology of transformation that could seize the unique moment of

its frame and space, program and time both in the past and future of this abandoned
industrial site. The proposed typology here is to maintain and emphasize the social
life and social content of this steel and iron company.

Abandoned Industry Factory

Electronics and Munitions Factory in 798

Charles Smith’s Tasting Room

McColl Center for Visual Arts

Cube Tube Buidling

UCCA

NYC indust
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Industry | City
City back in the history
City’s development under the influence of changing of industries

Capital
industrial c

trial shift

city
complext

Highline Park-NYC

Shougang-Beijing

Fig. 3 NYC 1908
Fig. 4 Chicago 1900

Fig. 5 Pittsburgh 1905
Fig. 6 Buffalo 1900

Fig. 7 NYC

Fig. 8 Chicago

Fig. 9 Pittsburgh

Fig. 10 Buffalo

Before
After

Fig. 11-13. High line in NYC

City’s development under the influence of changing of industries

After industrial revelation in the world wide, the city’s industry system had a

dramatic change. During late 19th century and early decades of 20th century,
a city’s development was based on industrialization any more. As before, the

major industry chain of cities was factories and production. Indeed, it produced
many economic benefits and offered much work opportunity for the population. However, what people could not repudiate was that cities needed to be

gentrified due to the mass of air pollution. Therefore, industrial factories which

had constructed many years ago started to be abandoned and moved away for
further development. This is what we can see today that there is huge distinction between cities in one hundred years ago and now.
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Architecture Adaptive Reuse
General logic
Precedent studies

Definition

“Adaptive reuse refers to the process of reusing an old site
or building for a purpose other than which it was built or
designed for. Along with brownfield reclamation, adaptive
reuse is seen by many as a key factor in land conservation
and the reduction of urban sprawl. However adaptive
reuse can become controversial as there is sometimes a
blurred line between renovation, facadismand adaptive
reuse. It can be regarded as a compromise betweenhistoric
preservation and demolition.”

General logic

“Adaptive reuse deals with the issues of conservation and heritage policies.

Whilst old buildings become unsuitable for their programmatic requirements,
as progress in technology, politics and economics moves faster than the built
environment, adaptive reuse comes in as a sustainable option for the reclamation of sites. In many situations, the types of buildings most likely to be-

come subjects of adaptive reuse include: industrial buildings, as cities become
gentrified and the process of manufacture moves away from city; political

buildings, such as palaces and buildings which cannot support current and future visitors of the site; and community buildings such as churches or schools
where the use has changed over time.

Adaptive reuse is seen as an effective way of reducing urban sprawl and environmental impact.[1] By reusing an existing structure within a site, the energy required to create these spaces is lessened, as is the material waste that

comes from destroying old sites and rebuilding using new materials. Through
adaptive reuse old, unoccupied buildings can become suitable sites for many
different types of use.”

Fig. 14. Architectural Record

Preservation of exterior and facade

Fig. 15

Preservation of materials and structure

Fig. 16

Precedent studies
ULLENS CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ART (UCCA)
BEIJING 798 ART ZONE

Fig. 17

Originally built as an electronics and munitions factory, the art center
consists of two main halls situated side by side, w
 ith each hall measuring
about 70 meters long and 24 m
 eters wide (230 by 79 feet). The massive
volumes of the twin warehouses, each of which boasts 9.5 meters (31
feet) high ceilings, are ideal for showing monumentally s caled artworks.

Architect: Wilmotte & Associés SA
Area: 7,500 m²
Program: Art gallery

Jean-Michel Wilmotte shares with Guy Ullens and his wife a dual passion:
contemporary art and an enthusiasm for curation. the design does not
over-play its industrial aesthetic.
The large concrete portal frames give structure to the whole and only a
large brick chimney rises from the ground. To achieve maximum floor
area, Jean-Michel Wilmotte connected two aisles, thus creating twin halls
capped by low arches that support the roof.
Set at the key-point of the two aisles’ portal frames, a steel footbridge
stands out as a black line in a world of dazzling whiteness. Of the old
factory, Wilmotte & Associés SA retained the brick walls, compressed air
machines, and a gigantic brick fireplace encircled with steel, which rises
to 34 metres in height.

Fig. 18

POWER STATION OF ART
SHANGHAI

Fig. 19

Following-up the 2010 Shanghai Expo, the Power Station of Art is a
renovation and expansion project based on the Pavilion of Future which
previously was the Nanshi power station built in 1985. Nowadays, the
building has become a well-functioning and artistic public platform.
Architect: Original Design Studio
Area: 38,000 sqm
Program: Gallery, shop, cafe, restaurant

The project ceases the station’s magnificent industrial mission in a historically narrative way. The design process has witnessed the building’s transformation from a giant electric machine to a powerful engine promoting
culture and art.
Through a controlled intervention, the project aims to keep the building’s
existing spatial order as well as industrial characteristics. It also attempts
to show the temporal span by placing the new and the old together.
It shows hospitable attitude to the city and it also blurs the boundary of
leisure space and exhibition space.

Fig. 20

ACE CAFE 751
BEIJING 798 ART ZONE

Fig. 21

ACE Cafe is a famous london R&B themed restaurant. For its first branch
in China, the original 751 train station within the 798 art zone was chosen to be renovated. Apart from the heavy metal theme, dEEP hopes to
revitalize the cold building through digital technology and mechanic
engineering techniques, to fill the atmosphere with breathing space and
digital charm, as well as to achive a long dreamt deformable architecture
for architects.
Architect: dEEP Architects
Area: 600 sqm
Program: Theme Cafe

Maintaining the major structure of the 751 train station as much as we
can, as well as the current industrial style, deeP reconstructed the north
facade of the building with operable windows of glass.
As for the west facade, in consideration of occasional car entrance during
function times, dEEP designed a deformable metal facade controlled by
the bar. When the metal wall is completely open, it turns a flat wall into a
complex metal structure. It also applied on the interior wall behind the
bar.
Based on the respect and protection of the existing building, dEEP useed
containers on the west side of the train station to assemble to whole
structure.

Fig. 22
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Critique of contemporary adaptation
What has been preserved
What should be preserved

What has been preserved

Learning from precedents, we can conclude several major ways of architecture adaptive reuse. For example, preservation of façade and exterior
skin, and re-using of featured materials and structure are approaches
that many architects have done in last 5 years.
The primary element of industrial architecture is its structure. The preservation of existing structure is mandatory to keep and match original
atmosphere. Also, re-using of similar materials is a good way to revitalize
the tone of industrial sites.

What should be preserved

Based on those precedent studies, I found that most of these good redevelopment were restricted to a singular building, factory or warehouse. But, is
the preservation of façade, materials and structure is the only way that architects could manipulate? Do it somehow limit our thoughts and creativity
to re-think of typology of architecture adaptive reuse?
When a site is much more complex that a single structure, consisting of
various moments, such as buildings, transportation, human activities, and
a narrative of factory’s daily life, we, as architects, might question, what
should be preserved now? Through this project, I would like to explore a typology of transformation that deals with giant scale and complex structure
of industrial site. By finding out and emphasizing the features of the site,
it could help to seize the unique moment of its frame and space, program
and time both in the past and future.

Fig. 23 Tschumi, Bernard. Tourcoing, Le Fresnoy National Studio for Contemporary Arts

“The stark contrast between old and new creates a sense of visual tension,
which is also an aesthetic perception. The richness of materials, coexisting
with each other, create a new architectural and functional vocabulary that
gives a contemporary and transparent image.”
“Our work argues that architecture - its social relevance and formal invention - cannot be dissociated from the events that ‘happen’ in it. Recent
projects insist constantly on issues of program and notation.They stress a
critical attitude that observes, analyzes, and interprets some of the most
controversial positions of past and present architectural ideologies.”

Complex
Machinery

Past

Giant
Coldness
Scared
Vacant

Future
Flexible
Mobile
Fun

“The Fun Palace was not a building in any conventional sense, but was instead a
socially interactive machine, highly adaptable to the shifting cultural and social
conditions of its time and place”

“Architecture was not about the finished building but more about an ability to
enable and facilitate change in a changing world and to allow us to think the
unimaginable.’’

Fig. 24 Price, Cedric. Fun Palace
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Site
History of Shougang
Mapping of the industrial complex
The social life narrative

Fig. 25

History of Shougang

Shougang Corporation was found in 1919, 2nd largest steel company
in china. It focused its business mainly on steel industry, the corporation
also ran on mining, machinery and equipment development and related
services. In 2008, its operations moved out of the city due to concerns over
pollution after 2008 Beijing Olympic Game.
Shougang was founded with accelerated growth since the founding of
People’s Republic of China. As China reformed and opened itself to the outside world, as one of the core corporations in China, Shougang developed
itself as well. Shougang focuses its business mainly on steel industry, the
corporation also runs on mining, machinery and equipment development,
electronics, building, real estate, and related services, in addition, they also
developed business with overseas companies in order to form Shougang as
a leading multi-diverse corporation.
Although the corporation is facing more and more challenges as time goes
by, the company made several big changes in order to solve the competition problems. It changed its organization chart and improved its products
and services and provided itself a sustainable competitive advantage compares to other companies in steel industry.
Shougang Corporation made significant contribution to Chinese economy and steel industry development. It paid accumulate more than
57,600,000,000 yuan for Chinese taxes.

Fig. 26

Fig. 27

Fig. 28

Shougang finished applications for 52 patents and get national authority
patents. The company is good developing superior products. Their products are dominated almost one thirds of Chinese market within steeling
industry.
Shougang provides other services include technology consulting involved
mining, architecture, real estate, city council and environment. In addition,
the company designs for engineering projects, supervising and provides
relevant equipment.
Shougang has more than fifty years experience in building and construction industry. The company specializes in steel structure installation,
industrial equipment inspection, concrete-made products sales services.
The company also provides rental for equipment, construction materials
development and sales. Shougang is rewarded for fourteen Chinese national awards for high-quality construction projects.
The structure of China industrial company is quite different, because the
company had many other related service only available to people who
work there and their family, such as kindergarten, college, food factory, theatre, apartments and etc. So, what happened prevalent was when a person
who works there would never change a job, and his or her children would
probably work for there after they grow up.

Mapping of the industrial complex

海淀区

石景山区

西城区

朝阳区
东城区

Shougang

首钢

宣武区

崇文区

丰台区

Fig. 29
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The social life narrative

That is the culture and social contents of a typical industrial company. This
is what makes an industrial complex quite distinct from others in many
other counties in the world. There is much related service just for people
who once worked for this company and their children as well. Those significant programs include, kindergarten, food factory, theatre, fishing ground
and etc. Those helped to enrich people’s daily life. It can be defined as the
socialism with Chinese characteristics.
Like what Tschumi said, the social relevance and formal invention of
architecture cannot be dissociate from the event that happen in it. It’s also
related to what Cedric Price had done for the Fun Place that the architecture should be highly adaptable to the shifting culture and social condition
of its time place.The proposed typology will describe the social life as an
adaptation of reuse and redevelop of this industrial site.

Weekday 1995

᱑㾂㶖᷍㆒㳍䋖㗕㎕㬔㲤⧵䋈Ⳛ㑬ᷠ᱒
᱑䮬᷍㸳㎰㠦㆒㳍䋈㩰㞄⼃䓴㦆䄞䊛㑬᷍㎕⤜ゑ䔗
䋈Ⳛ㑬᱄᱒

“It’s quite unusual to see you in the dining hall in
the morning.”
“My wife took our child to hospital this morning,
so she did not have time to prepare breakfast. ”

“Would you like to stop by my home and have
something to drink today? I can call Ann to
prepare for dinner.”
“Sounds good.”

᱑㆒㶎䄋⤜㦆㸳コ⼩㑞⡎ᷠ㸳㦤㸳㎰㠦䓝⡙゙⭡㾂
⤬᷍䊻㸳㚨ⱚ⧵➪᱄᱒
᱑㾱➂᷍㸳Ⱍ⧪᱄᱒

᱑⪌⺞㦆㑬㕑ᷠ᱒
᱑㋕⭞㑬᷍㸳䄜。㈮➲䎃㾊⳦⭞㻣䄜㑕䐱᱄᱒
“You get it?”
“Yep, I will put them on the next tray. ”

᱑㆒ⱚ㋪䎇㗇➂᷂᱒
᱑㛄㬷㵘㩰⭥㬣ⱚⶪ㶋㗜ᷠ㸳㗨㻣䐽⭤➲䎃䄜㞛〖
ㅜ⮕᷍㰚䄵㈂㑠㆒㳍㈮➲Ⰼ㹘䊬⨗⧨᱄᱒

“Such a busy day.”
“Have you done your work? We have a due next
week, it’s better to transport thouse out of city by
night. ”

Weekend 1995

᱑㛄㬨㼌䊻䎃㏐⧵㬨䊼㗨㕓⿹コ䊺⧵ᷠ᱒
᱑䄋⤜㦜㈮䊻䋈㬱⧵㑬➪᱄㸳㶝エ⫙⺙㑬᷍㗜ⳉ䓑
Ⱊⶐ㚵⿹コ᱒
᱑⼤➪᱒
“Do you wanna stay here for breakfast or go
home?”
“I wanna stay here. I forgot to bring the pot for
taking out the tofu soup...”
“Alright”

9 AM

“I don’t know what to order.”
“What about grilled seafood?”
“Sounds good!”
᱑㸳㬖䊻㬨⤜䐋⭡⧵㬓㗕㑬᱄᱒
᱑䄋⤜㦜⧵㩶㋟ᷠ⼄㻫䋖㗕䂚ᷠ䎞⼤䎃ゟㅻ⭥䔏
㾣㻫᱄᱒
᱑㳞㛄⭥᷂᱒

8 PM

3 PM

“It’s the last round, grandpa. ”
“It’s our turn this time, grandpa.”
᱑䄐䄐᷍䔏⽔䄜㈷㑬᱄㸳⼤㎼➂᱄᱒
᱑䄐䄐᷍ⶥ㸳㗨⫓㑬➪᷂㸳䄲㈎䔙⼽㈤㑬᷂᱒

2 PM

᱑㆒㳍㶎㩰㔗㳍⺄⧂䇱⮈䇑㋕᱄᱒
᱑㬨㬓㗕⮈䇑ᷠ᱒
᱑⧣㋪㾢⭥㳑㗼㗼᷍㈾㯖⤜⫎᷍䄜㡑㦆㋕➪᷂᱒

“It’s free movie night at the plaza today.”
“What is it about?”
“It’s called Comrades: Almost a Love Story.”

“Oh my god, dad, it’s so heavy. I cannot take it
any more...”
“Well, we can take a break.”
“Oh, come on. Let’s take the duck yacht next
time.”
᱑➷᷍⪍ㅑ䄓㲌䐹㑬➪᱄㸳⿏⤜Ⱀ㑬᱄᱒
᱑䄋⤜㦜㾾㻃䄜㻣ᷠ᱒
᱑➾㵱㻣⪯⢑䁂䎃⪍㑬᷍㬨䔙䁝䓴⪍➪᷍㚽㤂
㯪⤜㩺㚹᱄᱒

7 PM

“Have you asked them what they want to eat for
dinner?”
“Oh, they rushed for school and work this morning cus they got up late.”
“Well, we will see. Let’s get some vegetables.”

Weekday 2015

7 AM

᱑㎰㠦䓴᷍䋈㩰䇱㗜䇱㸫㸫⼃䓴㗨㶎Ⳛ㼌⧵㬓㗕ⷛ
ᷠ᱒
᱑㰜㗨㗜㯖᱄䋈㩰㡑㶎㑬᷍䓦を㗇⭥㈮⨗㗦㑬᱄
᱒
᱑㚨㈮㰄㑬➪᱄䔏㆝⭥㪨⤬㵇㾣㻫⭥᷍㕓⮄⿹㎕➪

6 PM

“Look at them, just done their work .”
“I always recall the days when we ‘re working
here. I could always go the dinner hall after work.
But, right now, poeple might just grab some
things to eat becuase of busy working. It’s not
healty life style ”

᱑㻷䊻⭥㛋㤂㦬䎇㾢㌁᷍㻷䊻⤦㻣⟁᱄᱒
᱑㬨䄵㣑⼤➂᷍㻣㑬⟁㋪䄵䐒ㅴ䊻㬔㲤⧵Ⳛ᱄㻷
䊻⭥㛋㤂㦬Ⱍ㬨㰇⢄䊻㶃⢀⧵䄜㻣᷍ⱁ⤜ㅂ㋖᱄᱒

“Did she wake up?”
“Yep. Let’s take her out for a walk.”

2 PM

᱑⼃䓴㹈㉖㯐㾲㑬㗜ᷠ᱒
᱑ⶶ㾲᷍⨗㗦⫙㰜使䄜使➪᱄᱒

4 PM

“Are you going out now?”
“Yea, Steve and Mike asked me to play chess at
the park.”
“Ok, don’t forget to get some oranges and
grapefruit when you will be back home.”

᱑㎰㵘䓴᷍㛄䄜。⨗㗦㕑ᷠ᱒
᱑⨗㦆᱄㸳ⷛⷕ⡻⭥㎰䍦㎰㶖䊝⼤㑬㦆⫓㝧᱄᱒
᱑㾱䮰᱄㼌䓦⿹㎕⭥㬒⽓㕓⮄㯏⺜᷍㶎㩰䎞⼤⧵㾣
㻫⭥᱄᱒

Weekend 2015
᱑㸳㆒㳍䋈㩰⭤㦆㲬䋈㬱᱄コ㏐⢚㼅Ⱍ㋶㑬᷍⭤㕓⤬
㑬᱄᱒
᱑㆒㳍。䇱㾣㆙⭥䈋᷍㛄䇇ⶤ。⼽㋋㾥᱄᱒

9 AM

“What would you like Ladies?”
“A full English Breakfeast and a cup of oran
juice, thanks.”
“Can I get pancakes with fresh strawberries
coﬀee, please.”
“Sure!‘

11 AM

“I want to stop by the food market this morning.
You know... I’m running out of food...”
“Today has fresh ﬁsh, you will love it.”

10 PM

“Any drink?”
“Em, how about martini?”
“Sounds good!”

᱑⼩㬓㗕ᷠ᱒
᱑䮦᷍㕎㳂㛂➪᱄᱒
᱑⼤⭥᱄᱒

᱑㆒㳍⭥䎃㹉㲉㉈䋖㗕䂚᷍㻓㕑ᷠ᱒
᱑㋪䄵➪᷍⤜⺞䐱⧂㾾㻃㬒⽓㕕⭥⢚ゅ㒉㋪䎇⤜
⫎᱄᱒
᱑➾㵱᷍䎃㋪㬨㸳㆝゙㛋䔏㻓⭥㹉㲉㉈㑬⼤㕑᷂
᱒

“How’s the play? You like it?”
“Not bad... but the icea cream is pretty good.”
“Come on, that’s the play I like the most so far!”

2 PM

nge

s and

“Um...interesting...”
“Well, don’t forget the assignment about this
exhibition. It’s due next Monday.”
᱑㝏㬠㗨᷍㛄㗨㼌⧵㬓㗕ᷠ᱒
᱑㦌䇃㬞䋈⤮᷍䄋䄜⡎⧩䐎᷍㾜㾜᱄᱒
᱑㸳㼌䄋㻫⺜㯪⢞⼮㋈⳩᱄᱒
᱑㗜㸫㳃᱄᱒

᱑䮦᷍䇱㦅᱒
᱑⢑㶝㑬⤊㹐⽔ⶱ᷍㻣䐽䄜ㅜ᱄᱒

4 PM

7 PM

“It’s a good place to bike here especially during
weekend. I don’t know it before.”
“I told you!!!”
᱑㸳䄵㣑Ⱍ⤜䐋⭡䎃ⱚ䇱䎃㗕⼤⭥⭹ⱚ㋪䄵㡐⧖㾾
㻱᱄᱒
᱑㸳䄵㣑㈮㰀㛄㑬᷍㛄⤜㾦᱒
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Logic of design
Drawing collector
Plan logic
Section logic

In order to apply those social life into the site, I’m trying to study the scale
and space of different types of programs. Since it’s about reusing an industrial site, there is always conflict about the scale of factories and space we
experience during daily life. So, I start to collet plans and sections through
various project, and investigate the principle element and scale of those
programs. What I want to do is embracing the conflict about the scales of
industrial sites and proposed programs. The primary technique that architects use is to deal with scale and spatial arrangement of programs.

Drawing collector
There is conflict of scale and space. The site was used to be
a part of steel and iron industry complex. Its giant scale and
structure were appropriate for production, manufacture and
transportation. It seems that large scale, giant space and
complex structure and materials are not suitable for a space
with various events.
But, by embracing these conflicts between features of the
industrial site and its future vision, new spatial arrangement
of different programs embodies and blends the conflict.
Here, the primary techniques that architects use is to deal
with scale, special arrangement of programs.
By collecting plans and sections of various project, it is a
efficient way to study the principle of drawing plans and
sections, designing space of different programs.

Program of The Industry

Program Related To The Past

Material Office

kindergarten
Theatre

Steel & Iron Studio

food market

Playground

food factory

Sculpture

fishing ground

Steel & Iron Office
Recycle

Steel & Iron Studio
kindergarten
Material Office
Theatre
Steel & Iron Office
food market
Recycle
food factory
fishing ground
Sculpture
playground

Plan logic
Cafe/Restaurant

Office

Kindergarten

Sanwell Oﬃce Building-Braham
Architects
Cafe/Day-Schemata Architects

Kita Gottingen-Despang Architekten

Blue Bottle Coﬀee AOYAMA CafeSchemata Architects

Tamedia Oﬃce Building-Shigeru Ban
Architects

Cafe 501-Elliott + Associates Architects

Dogok Oﬃce Remodeling-DIA
Architecture

Neufeld an der Leitha Kindergarten-Solid Architecture

Kindergarten
Kindergarten Kekec-Architektura
Kekec-Architektura Jure
Jure
Kotnik
Kotnik

Zonic Vision Oﬃce-Stu/D/O Architects

Kindergarten 8Unites Velez-RubioLosdelDesierto

ACE Cafe 751-dEEP Architects

Parasite Oﬃce-za bor architects
Terrace View Cafe-Durham Architects
Shining Star Kindergarten BintaroDjuhara + Djuhara

Cafe Birgitta-Talli Architecture and
Design

Fig. 30

PS-26 Oﬃce-Wahana Architects

Forfatterhuset Kindergarten-COBE

Theatre

Market

Store

Food Villa Market-I Like Design Studio
Volland General Store-el dorado
architects

Han Show Theatre-Stuﬁsh Entertainment Architects

Hugg Store-Tanden Design Studio

Barceloneta Market-MiAS Arquitectes

Theatre Speelhuis-Cepezed Architects

Fish market in Bergen-Eder Biesel
Arkitekter

Importance of Walking StorePRAXiS d’ ARCHITECTIRE

Mynt Flagship Store-Dear Design

Kuopio City Theatre-ALA ARchitects

Dee and Charles Wyly TheatreREX + OMA

Everyman Theatre-Haworth Topkins

Fig. 31

Abu Dhabi Central MarketFoster + Partners

SND Fashion Store-3GATTI
Cahan Covered MarketCroixmariebourdon Architectures

Gallery

Gallery

Power Station of Art-Original Design
Studio

Seonnongdan-Wooridongin Architexts

Gallery House-Ogrydziak Prillinger
Architects

Gwangju Biennale Support CenterIROJE Architects & Planners

Te Uru-Waitakere Contemporary
Gallery-Mitchell and Stout Architects

Paul H. Cocker Architecture GalleryGow Hastings Architets

Cafe/Restaurant

Office

Kindergarten

Theatre

Market

Store

Section logic
Cafe/Restaurant

Office

Cafe/Day-Schemata Architects

Sanwell Oﬃce Building-Braham
Architects

Tamedia Oﬃce Building-Shigeru Ban
Architects

Cafe 501-Elliott + Associates Architects

PS-26 Oﬃce-Wahana Architects

Cafe Birgitta-Talli Architecture and
Design

Fig. 32

Parasite Oﬃce-za bor architects

Theatre

Kindergarten

Neufeld an der Leitha Kindergarten-Solid Architecture

Kindergarten Kekec-Architektura Jure
Kotnik

Shining Star Kindergarten BintaroDjuhara + Djuhara

Han Show Theatre-Stuﬁsh Entertainment Architects

Theatre Speelhuis-Cepezed Architects

Kuopio City Theatre-ALA ARchitects

Kindergarten 8Unites Velez-RubioLosdelDesierto

Fig. 33

Everyman Theatre-Haworth Topkins

Market

Store

Food Villa Market-I Like Design Studio

Hugg Store-Tanden Design Studio
Barceloneta Market-MiAS Arquitectes

Fish market in Bergen-Eder Biesel
Arkitekter

Mynt Flagship Store-Dear Design

Cahan Covered MarketCroixmariebourdon Architectures
SND Fashion Store-3GATTI

Fig. 34

Gallery

Power Station of Art-Original Design
Studio

Seonnongdan-Wooridongin Architexts

Seonnongdan-Wooridongin Architexts

Gallery House-Ogrydziak Prillinger
Architects

Gwangju Biennale Support CenterIROJE Architects & Planners

Fig. 35

Gallery

Cafe/Restaurant

Office

Kindergarten

Theatre

Market

Store
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Must-fit
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Design logic with collaboration of program narrative

After collecting analyzing drawings of plan and section of selected programs, I’m trying to collaborate the narrative of social life and the logic of
drawings, and to make them co-exist. The following collages of plan and
section drawings show series combination of two particular programs that
could seize the unique moment of the four narratives in 1995 and 2015.
This is the “must-fit”. Then, applying those collage drawings to the site to
emphasize the conflicts of various scales and space. This is the “mis-fit”.
Through the last chapter, I would like to demonstrate that the social life
narrative and social content could be expressed by programs, which is as a
new typology of architecture adaptive reuse of industrial site.

Must-fit

Market & Dining
1995 Weekend and 2015 Weekday Life
Now:
Weekday for retired people
Weekend for all

Office & Cafe
1995 Weekday and 2015 Weekdend Life
Now:
Weekday for the young generation
Weekend for the young generation

Gallery & Kindergarten
1995 Weekday and 2015 Weekdend Life
Now:
Weekday for children
Weekend for the young generation

Office & Market
1995 Weekend and 2015 Weekdday Life
Now:
Weekday for all
Weekend for the young generation

Market & Dining
1995 Weekend and 2015 Weekday Life
Now:
Weekday for retired people
Weekend for all

Office & Cafe
1995 Weekday and 2015 Weekdend Life
Now:
Weekday for the young generation
Weekend for the young generation

Office & Market
1995 Weekend and 2015 Weekdday Life
Now:
Weekday for all
Weekend for the young generation

Gallery & Kindergarten
1995 Weekday and 2015 Weekdend Life
Now:
Weekday for children
Weekend for the young generation

Mis-fit

Market & Dining
1995 Weekend and 2015 Weekday Life

Compared to plan collages, section collages have better visual expression
to reveal the conflicts of scale and space between space of daily life experience and industrial factories and buildings. It seems that large scale, giant
space and complex structure and materials are not suitable for a space with
various events. But, by embracing these conflicts between features of the
industrial site and its future vision, new spatial arrangement of different
programs embodies and blends the conflict..
Space can be changed based on human experience and events happening
in it. Spatial flexibility and mobility engage different actions happened in
the architecture through different time.

Office & Market
1995 Weekend and 2015 Weekdday Life
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